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Action Officer: Privator 
 
To all those in sector command who thought going through the Hosnian databases from that last food 
shipment was a useless endeavor, I’ll be collecting on tangoes Highball bets. Turns out there’s a link, one 
first fleet has been chasing for a year. One Xylo Jelucan Pethtel, formerly Lieutenant Commander  in 
Jade Squadron. Dropped off the radar 28 ABY, but thanks to some deep digging by yours truly, tracked 
here. Recently a certain Jade 4’s transponder signal was picked up by a Spectre patrol in the area of 
Codia, after 2 years gone it must have been some unfortunate maintenance, an equally unfortunate 
circumstance for this Imperial cavalcade.  
 
Tracking Jade 4’s signature, we’ve been able to confirm incredible amounts of captured or stolen New 
Republic technology among their ranks. I’ve attached the known signatures available to Spectre flight 3 
so we can avoid any Barrabeshes in the future. I’ve also been able to trace their flight plans towards 
Batuu. I don’t know what they could have possibly wanted with the world, but wherever the fleet went, 
they left a single CR-90 on world, Spectre comm reports indicate the criminal syndicate on world is 
engaging in speculation with the Imperials…Ive additionally attached the intercepted communications 
for review on any judicial action the senate seems suitable for their egos. 
 
Everything I can compile outside of movements indicates aside from the obvious Imperial crimes. 
Honestly if you pen pushers need another reminder of that, I’m sure Senator Organa can provide plenty. 
Everything coalesces to one certainty, from Jade 4’s transponder to our… contact, on Lao-Mon indicates 
the beginning of this “war game” shortly, Expect my next report to be a detailed order of battle, 
including tactical analysis. If you want to know how I’ll be so certain of such information, I’ve attached 
the contact information for one Captain Maddisun Pethtel, I’m sure she can explain… 
 
Report 4623, Agent Privator, out 


